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Welcome to our new consultant, Miss Lyndsey Highton. 

Miss Highton specialises in breast and cosmetic surgery. She is one of few surgeons worldwide to be 
accredited in both plastic surgery and breast surgery, appearing on the General Medical Council Specialist 
Register for Plastic Surgery and being a Fellow of the European Board of Breast Surgery. She holds 
a Consultant post at the Nightingale Breast Centre Wythenshawe Hospital, one of the leading breast 
units in the UK. She offers the full spectrum of cosmetic breast and body contouring surgery. She treats 
developmental breast problems, such as asymmetry and tuberous breast. Her practice covers all aspects 
of breast disease, breast cancer and breast reconstruction. This encompasses the latest oncoplastic 
techniques, implant and autologous breast reconstruction, and complex revisional surgery. 

Lyndsey offers a personalised approach. In addition to technical attention to detail, she places great importance on making   
patients feel comfortable and ensuring they have a full understanding of treatment options, surgery and the recovery process.  
As one of few female plastic surgeons in the UK, she is in a unique position to offer the female perspective and put patients at ease. 
She gained her medical degree at the world-renowned University of Oxford. Following foundation training in Oxford, she returned 
to her roots in the North West to complete speciality registrar training in plastic surgery, becoming a Fellow of the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England. She sub-specialised by completing the prestigious National Oncoplastic Breast Fellowship at the Nightingale 
Centre, developing expertise in all aspects of breast surgery, reconstruction and aesthetic surgery. She is a Fellow of the European 
Board of Breast Surgery and was awarded 1st prize in this examination. Miss Highton has completed a Master’s degree in Clinical 
Education and is actively involved in education at the local and national level. She has published many research papers on innovative 
techniques in plastic and breast surgery and has presented her work widely at national and international conferences. 

As a busy working mum with two young children, she understands the pressures faced by modern women and is sympathetic to  
their concerns. She enjoys keeping fit and is a keen runner. 

Miss Highton runs monthly clinics at Renacres Hospital - appointments to see her can be booked via our Private Patient Account 
Manager, Sharon Howard - call 01704 842 057

New Consultant -  Miss Lyndsey Highton

All NHS Tonsillectomy referrals require documented evidence of the episodes the patient has had tonsillitis.

The criteria for this is as follows:

• The patient has 7 or more, documented, clinically significant, adequately treated sore throats in the preceding year. 

• The patient has had 5 or more, documented, clinically significant, adequately treated sore throats in each of the preceding 2 years. 

• The patient has had 3 or more, documented, clinically significant, adequately treated sore throats in the preceding 3 years. 

Dates need to be provided. Without this evidence prior approval will not be granted. 

ENT UPDATE Tonsillectomy referrals…
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Our 2020 Hospital Charity
Run by the Southport Offshore Rescue Trust. Southport 
Lifeboat provides a lifeboat and land based search and 
rescue service around the Sefton coastline. Independent 
of the RNLI, the Trust relies on donations and fundraising 
to support itself to provide a first class life saving service 
in an area of coast and water covering between the River 
Mersey and the River Ribble, and up to 25 miles offshore, 
including Southport and Marine Lake. 

The Southport Lifeboat have helped in the safe return of 
over 250 people since being formed in 1988, and aim to 
give their crew the best equipment possible to save lives 
on the Southport coastline. During 2020 Renacres Hospital 
will be fundraising for the Southport Lifeboat Charity. 

ERs Rejections 
We now have our new Patient Information System up 
and running, however, no longer have the facility to give 
the patient a courtesy call when we have to reject any of 
your patients that have been referred via the ERs system.

Please ensure that regular checks of your rejection work 
lists on ERs are carried out, otherwise your patient will 
arrive at Renacres Hospital thinking they still have an 
appointment when it has actually been rejected.

Many thanks for your co-operation.
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98% I have never attended a hospital where everyone is so 
committed to making sure that they understand your 
needs from the minute you walk through the door so 
much. Also I feel the doctor and nurses understand   
your pain.

All the staff are extremely pleasant. Waiting time to a 
minimum. My treatment has changed my life cannot   
fault Renacres.

The staff are so friendly. The nurses treat you with 
respect and not a number, doctors are so knowledgeable 
and helpful and want to sort out your pain and 
discomfort.

Care was of a high standard from the consultation point 
all the way to the procedure. The team were absolutely 
amazing.
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Friends and Family Feedback - January 2020

Australian Bushfire Relief Appeal 

Thank you to everyone that entered for 
a chance to win our Australian themed 
hamper, to raise money for the Ramsay 
Bushfire Relief Appeal, we managed to 
raise a total of £302. 

Our Private Patient Manager, Sharon 
Howard-Clelland and Consultant 
Gynaecologist Mr Simon Jones drew  
the winning ticket. 

The lucky winner was a local GP,   
Dr Victoria Jeffrey.  


